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What sexting is

Importance of this
topic

Potential risks and
outcomes

Sexting and the law

Perspectives of sexting

What educators and parents can
share with youth about sexting

Learning Objectives
 





The Role of
Technology

THE GOOD
CONNECT WITH OTHERS

CONNECT MORE EASILY/QUICKLY
INFORMATION/DATA TRAILS

PRIVACY AND SECURITY
INFINITE OPTIONS

PERSONAL EXPRESSION
 

THE NOT SO GOOD
INFORMATION SHARING

INFORMATION/DATA TRAILS
CATFISHING

CYBERBULLYING
INFINITE OPTIONS

COMPARISONS TO OTHERS
SOLICITATION & EXPLOITATION





No standard definition within research literature

Definitions depend on source of information -
research, policy, youth themselves

Calls for comprehensive and youth-defined
operationalizations of sexting

What is sexting?

 Posting broadly online vs. direct messaging

Text, photos/images, videos, "snaps", memes



Deviancy perspective of sexting

Demonization
Risky behaviour
Moral panic
Negative consequences
Exploitative
Dangerous
Indecent
Pressure to engage
Victimization
Abstinence, prevention, intervention



Normalcy perspective of sexting

Sex-positive
Often harmless (when consensual)
Developmental
Exploration
Agency
Increasing intimacy
Maintaining relationships
Sexual expression
Self-presentation
Experimentation
Comprehensive education



Active sexting = creating, showing, posting,
sending, forwarding

Passive sexting = being asked, receiving

"Good sexting" = enhancing intimacy, flirting,
sexual expression

"Bad sexting" = exploitation, use of content to
shame others or cause harm

Some Sexting Categories

Primary sexting = consensual self-productive
of content

Secondary sexting = forwarding content from
original creator, consensually or not 

Experimental sexting = maintain or entice
relationship

Aggravated, forced, & revenge sexting =
criminal or abusive behaviour





Why do youth engage in
sexting? Consensual reasons:

Experimentation
Self expression, sexual development, identity formation
Connect with romantic and sexual partners
Maintain relationships, create intimacy, strengthen trust
For fun, to flirt, to be sexy
Gain attention 
Gain status among peers
Abstain from other sexual behaviours, harm reduction
Alternative to in-person communication
Precursor to sexual activity, first step in relationship
Boredom, means of distraction
Arouse recipients



Why do youth engage in sexting?
Non-consensual reasons:

Peer pressure, gaining social status
Perceived norms - Most important predictor of youths'
intentions to sext
"Joking around"
Pressure or coercion - Highly salient motivator for girls to
sext
Exploitation
Blackmail
Revenge
Grooming
Relationship and dating anxiety
Fear of being single
Fear of not being "man enough"





SEXTS CAN BE SHARED, CONSENSUALLY OR NOT
 

DATA CAN REMAIN ONLINE FOREVER
 

BULLYING AND CYBERBULLYING - NAME-CALLING, HARASSMENT,
REPUTATIONAL DAMAGE, THREATS

 
LEGAL CONSEQUENCES

 
VICTIM-BLAMING

 
LIMITED OR NO CONSEQUENCES FOR THOSE WHO FORWARD SEXTS

 
MISUSE, EXPLOITATION, REVENGE, COERCION

 
NEGATIVE MENTAL HEALTH OUTCOMES - DEPRESSION, ANXIETY,

SUICIDALITY, SHAME, GUILT, FEAR



BOYS + SEXTING

More likely to forward sexts
More likely to request sexts
More likely to engage in abusive sexting
Sexual double standard = sexual permissiveness
more acceptable
Experience gains in social capital and peer popularity
Positive expression of masculinity
Use sexts obtained from girls to bond with boys
Use sexting to appear sexually experienced
Expect to have more positive sexting experiences
More likely to sext with casual partners

GIRLS + SEXTING

More likely to be asked to send sexts
More likely to feel pressured or coerced to sext
More likely to experience negative feelings after
sexting
More likely perceived as responsible for protecting
their reputation and refusing sext requests - victim
blaming
More likely labelled as "sluts" for engaging in sexting
More likely labelled "prudes" by not engaging in
sexting
More likely to send sexts due to fear of losing a
romantic partner
Social pressure to be sexy and sext can complicate
notions of agency and choice with sexting
Expect to have more negative experiences with
sexting
More likely to report negative consequences sexting
in casual relationships
More likely to receive unwanted sexts resulting in
feeling unsafe, threatened, harassed, and distressed



Mixed research, more needed
Some suggest similar rates, motivations,
behaviours as hetero individuals
Others suggest more likely to send, receive, be
asked, and be pressured 
Higher and more normalized among young gay
men
More likely to experience online victimization -
cyberbullying, non-consensual sharing of sexts,
online grooming
More likely to use Internet and social media
regarding their sexuality - information, connecting
with others, anonymity, safety
Sexting may be protective factor for discrimination,
facilitate communication, contribute to well-being

2SLGBTQI+ Youth



Relationships + Sexting
Normalized sexual behaviour
Internet-based communication facilitates relationships
Enhances and strengthens relationship satisfaction
Helps to initiate and build relationships
Research doesn't always distinguish between relationship types
Fun aspect of relationships
Way to seek affirmation from strangers
Maintain connection in long-distanced relationships or during
social distancing mandates
More common among those in committed compared to casual
relationships





Sexual activity age of consent is 16 years - behaviour-dependent, close-in-age exceptions
Section 163.1 Criminal Code of Canada child pornography laws
R v Sharpe 1999 "private use exception" (response to Section 163.1)
Section 162.1 Criminal Code of Canada online criminal legislation

Risks associated with youth sexting inconclusive
Laws conflict with one another
Youth frequently told they cannot consensually + legally create + share digital sexual
images
Regulating youth sexual behaviour with child pornography laws severe + misguided, youth
experience disproportionately harsh penalties
Child porn laws intended to protect children from adults perpetrators
Online crime laws designed to protect individual from sexual privacy violations
Canada's approach to addressing youth sexting is outdated + ill-equipped
Youth sexting = intersection of multiple legal rights (e.g., free speech, privacy) + risk of
various forms of harm (e.g., harassment, child pornography)

Laws

Critiques



What can educators and caregivers do?
Educate themselves so they can educate youth
Develop clear school-level policies
Avoid labelling sexting as "child pornography"
Avoid using "abstinence-only" approach
Avoid stigmatizing and hampering youth development and help-
seeking
Adopt "sex-positive", comprehensive approach
Allow youth to make fully informed choices
Teach them how to minimize potential harms
Avoid restrictive control and regulation of youth behaviour
Use active mediation - comprehensive explanation of sexting



Learn about sexting in school
Sexting education as regular aspect of
social health curriculum
Avoid large, one-time assembly education
- inattention and discomfort asking
questions
Provide semi-regular ongoing casual/
conversational lessons on sexting
Peer education or adult from a non
school-affiliated organization rather than
parents or teachers

What do youth want?







Practicing Safe Sexting

Get consent
Set expectations

Check for identifying details in photos
Turn off automatic back-up features
Choose online an app that addresses

personal concerns






